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Redefining cool for a new generation, Pharrell Williams is a creative force, using music, fashion, and

design to express his distinctive style. Originating at the crossroads of art, design, popular culture,

and street savvy, Pharrell Williamsâ€™s output is unique. By playing off different

disciplinesâ€”namely music, fashion, street art, and designâ€”and using each as an element in the

other, Pharrell has redefined the role of the contemporary recording artist, blazing a trail for other

musicians and prominent cultural figures. Illustrated with lavish photography, this book also explores

his musical career in depth, charting his many projects from his production team The Neptunes, to

the band N.E.R.D., and his collaborations with friends Kanye West, Jay-Z, Snoop Dogg, and other

hip-hop royalty. This unprecedented volume documents Pharrellâ€™s prolific body of work and his

contribution to contemporary culture. In his own unique graphic language, he details his extensive

creative pursuits, including clothing lines, jewelry, and accessories designs for Louis Vuitton,

furniture and other product design, limited-edition toys, graphic designs, skate graphics, and

collaborations with Moncler, Marc Jacobs, the artist KAWS, and with architects Zaha Hadid and

Masamichi Katayama/Wonderwall.Â  The book includes ontributions from Buzz Aldrin, Toby

Feltwell, Zaha Hadid, Shae Haley, Chad Hugo, Jay-Z, Masamichi Katayama, Ambra Medda,

Takashi Murakami, NIGO Â®, LoÃ¯c Villepontoux, Kanye West, Anna Wintour, Hans Zimmer, Ian

Luna and Lauren A. Gould.This book was originally published with three different colored covers

and a year later, reprinted with a new set of three colors.Â  Customers will be shipped any of the six

different colors at random.
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My son has been looking for this book for over a 1 year now! Either it was too expensive or it was

SOLD OUT or Back-ordered in the stores and on the websites! So when all else fails what did I do?

I logged onto .com and I found the book for my son and for less the cost of ALL the other sites that I

visited!! .com shipped the book out to me within a few days and just in time for my son's 19th

Birthday!! I asked my son to save the wrapped  box last to capture the moment and when he

opened the box, he had the biggest smile on his face and he said, "You got me the book! Thanks

mom, and he gave me the biggest hug!! The book has a very pretty blue cotton cloth like cover and

seems like it will be a pretty good read too especially with all the pages and color pictures that's

attached!! My son started his own Trademarked clothing line (tees and sweatshirts) a couple of

years ago and I think that he will get lots of inspiration from reading Pharrell's book!! Thanks !!

A real beautiful collection of pics and cool pharrell dialogue, but wish there was be more stuff about

his passion for music and producing....the reason I bought it!!!!!He's a brilliant creative worker no

doubt, but it gets corny looking at the most of the book's photos which are spreads of expensive big

name apparel collabs and custom jacob & co jewelry.Cool, but who's can afford to buy that stuff?

And why? Pharrell and the neptunes music and productions represents much more of their

personalities than that.Questlove's book is way more conscious with musical soul and inspiring

relatable material in one page than this entire book gets close to.The glamour gets cheesy, but a fun

book nonetheless.Pure love for Pharrell always still.

A great book filled with imagery and interviews/insights to many creative people. A great coffee

table book or an inspiration book.

Fantastic book which sheds light on the mindset of Pharrell through his friends and family. Tons of

great vivid pictures of N*E*R*D, Bape, BBC/Ice Cream, and other projects Pharrell has been

involved in. Great for any streetwear enthusiast!

Beautifully bound Rizzoli book for art lovers and Pharrell Williams fans. A rich, Warhol-like

presentation of photographs and illustrations from Pharrell's fertile mind, interviews, and product

lines. This highly collectible book is the perfect point-in-time reflection of the musician's artistic reach

and marketing genius. With a diverse group of international contributors from Lagerfeld to Buzz

Aldrin and from Kanye to Murakami, Places/Spaces is a visual delight for all who love contemporary



design.

Great book for all Pharrell fans with high quality images and stories from his life as a producer,

designer and musician. Nice dialogues with his numerous associates such as Jay-Z, Kanye etc.

Highly recommended!

Pharrell is by far my favorite artist. This book symbolizes the success of him and the others around

him. This book is inspirational already. I just started reading it and can tell that I will read it a second

time as well.

For anyone who wants to deduce how people's mind's work, check out this book. It's not about

necessarily about Pharrell, but rather about how he has interacted with people and learned from

them. It's an inspiring and informative read.
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